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Introduction

It is not that we
should simply seek

new and better ways
for managing society,
the economy, and the

world. The point is
that we should

fundamentally change
how we behave.

—Vaclav Havel

We have written the Sourcebook for World Bank Task Managers—
and those who work with them—to help them support participa-
tory processes in economic and social development.

The Sourcebook is not a policy document on participation; nor
is it to be read cover to cover. It also does not seek to persuade anyone (other than
through example) to use participatory approaches. In preparing it, we are assum-
ing that readers have already decided to use participatory approaches in their
professional work. The Sourcebook has been formatted so that busy people can
pull it off the shelf, consult the table of contents, and quickly turn to the section
they need. Chapters are set up in modular form, with reference headings that
should allow the reader to dip in and out of the document according to individual
interest and need. Readers may also wish to supplement the contents of the
Sourcebook by reading more detailed information on methods and tools (Ap-
pendix I) or the background paper summaries (Appendix II).

What Is in the Sourcebook?

Chapter I: Reflections on Participation
Chapter I brings together the key themes and common elements of participa-
tion. It also contains our reflections on what we have learned from the ex-
amples in Chapter II. We explore what participatory development is and what
it means to use participatory processes to plan and implement Bank-supported
operations. We also discuss the importance of using participatory approaches
in reaching the poor. Although Chapter I is not an executive summary, it does
invite you to explore the cases that follow.

Chapter II: Shared Experiences
This chapter contains examples, presented in the first person, of how World
Bank staff used or helped others use participatory approaches in Bank-sup-
ported operations. We identified these examples through the work of the four-
year Bankwide Learning Group on Participatory Development. In making se-
lections, we attempted to cover a variety of countries, sectors, and types of
activities. We recognize, however, that we have not even come close to captur-
ing the vast, rich, and varied experiences in participatory development, even
within the Bank.

In compiling these case studies, it became evident that each example is
context specific; therefore, applying what you find useful in these examples to
other situations will no doubt require some interpretation and adaptation. You
may wish to browse through several of these cases to see what your colleagues
are doing before settling on a final approach.
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The World Bank Participation Sourcebook

Chapter III: Practice Pointers in Participatory Planning
 and Decisionmaking
Chapter III draws largely on the experiences presented in Chapter II to guide
the reader through the various steps of participatory planning and
decisionmaking. These practice pointers provide answers to questions Task
Managers may have about using participatory approaches in Bank-supported
activities. Given the context-specific and multidimensional nature of partici-
pation, the practice pointers give the reader a menu of options for each stage of
the participatory process based on actual Bank experiences. This leaves read-
ers free to decide for themselves which examples are most relevant to their
own situation and adapt the ideas accordingly.

Chapter IV: Practice Pointers in Enabling the Poor to Participate
The practice pointers in Chapter IV focus on one particular group of stake-
holders—the poor—and some of the common barriers to their participation.
Chapter IV presents the experience of Bank staff and their government coun-
terparts and shares approaches to strengthening the financial and organiza-
tional capacities of the poor. It also discusses ways of creating an enabling
environment for the participation of all stakeholders, including the poor.

Appendix I: Methods and Tools
This appendix describes a range of participatory methods, some of which have
been used in the Chapter II examples. We have borrowed techniques freely
from those who “invented” them and have modified them, when necessary, to
fit into the context of Bank-supported operations.

Appendix II: Working Paper Summaries
Steering committees composed mostly of Bank operational staff prepared back-
ground papers on participation for the Sourcebook. The eighteen papers fall
into three categories (a) Bank-supported activities and operational tasks, (b)
sectors, and (c) cross-cutting issues. Appendix II contains summaries of these
papers and their main findings for readers who want to explore a specific area
or issue in greater depth.
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Chapter I

Reflections: What is
Participation?

Some readers who know the World Bank well will note that the ex-
amples presented in Chapter II differ from their notions of how the
Bank normally goes about its work. This difference could be either in
style or presentation. In our opinion, however, it is not a matter of

style but rather the “stance” adopted by the sponsors and designers in organiz-
ing and carrying out the activity. Also different is the explicit recognition and
importance attached to description of the processes used to plan and imple-
ment development activities.

The behavior of those who sponsored and designed the development ac-
tivities described in Chapter II illustrates what we mean by “stance.” For Bank
activities, the central government is usually, but not always, the sponsor. In the
examples included here, the sponsors and designers take a stance that places
them inside the local social system being addressed; that is, they demonstrate
a willingness to work collaboratively with the other key stakeholders in carry-
ing out the steps required to prepare a project for World Bank financing. Spe-
cifically, they do the following:

• Identify the strengths and weaknesses of existing policies and service and
support systems; that is, the stakeholders conduct the analysis and diagno-
sis collaboratively.

• Decide and articulate what is needed; that is, the stakeholders
collaboratively set objectives.

• Decide in pragmatic terms, directions, priorities, and institutional respon-
sibilities; that is, the stakeholders collaboratively create a strategy.

• Develop or oversee development of project policies, specifications, blue-
prints, budgets, and technologies needed to move from the present to the
future; that is, the stakeholders collaboratively formulate project tactics.

These steps are carried out for all Bank-financed projects, be they tradi-
tional projects or projects planned in what we call a “participatory” way. But
the key characteristic of a participatory approach is the collaborative stance
the project sponsors and designers take in carrying out these steps so that stake-
holders influence and share control over the decisions that are made.

External Expert Stance

Bank-supported projects have in the past usually been prepared in a different
manner. We call this more traditional approach the “external expert stance” to
distinguish it from what we are calling the “participatory stance.” In the external
expert stance, the same activities—setting objectives, diagnosis, and so on—are
undertaken to prepare a project for financing. The difference is that in the exter-

Participation is a
process through

which stakeholders
influence and share

control over
development

initiatives and the
decisions and

resources which
affect them.

—Participation
Learning Group

Final Report
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nal expert stance, the project sponsors and designers place themselves outside
the local system they are investigating and about which they are making deci-
sions—even if they happen to come from or live within the local system.

Usually, these externally positioned sponsors and designers are substan-
tive experts in the subject matter they are investigating. They determine what
the project will look like. They view other stakeholders mainly as sources of
information and opinions. Their “expert role” includes collecting information
and opinions from the other stakeholders, making sense out of what they col-
lect, and converting all of it into a development strategy or project.

The external expert stance is not a World Bank innovation but an inherent
and deeply embedded part of our understanding of how to produce results and
the role one plays in producing them.

Listening and Consultation

Even when working in the external expert stance, Bank staff, their government
colleagues, and the consultants they hire do consult with and listen to people in
the local system. Admittedly, in the past, sponsors and designers may not have
always listened to all the people or consulted poor and disadvantaged mem-
bers of society, but this is changing. Concerted efforts are now being made to
consult and listen to all concerned stakeholders. The emphasis of the Bank’s
Africa Region on systematic client consultation is an example of the changes
underway. The inclusion of beneficiary assessments in poverty assessments is
another example.

We fully support and advocate consultation and listening—especially with
the poor and disadvantaged. But we do not equate this with the process called
“participation.” Instead, we recognize consultation and listening as essential
prerequisites for participation, because, no matter how good the sponsors and
designers are at consultation and listening, what is still missing is learning on
the part of the people in the local system. A person who is being “listened to”
or “consulted with” does not learn nearly as much as the person doing the
listening and consulting.

By focusing attention on “who needs to learn what” in a project and revis-
ing our understanding of how learning occurs, we gain insights into the rea-
sons why the behavior change dimensions of Bank-financed projects have run
into so many problems. We are also aided in our understanding of what project
design changes are needed to enable social change.

Social Learning

In the external expert stance, experts design strategies and projects that require
behavior changes on the part of people within a given system. Then they turn
these preset specifications over to people who are accustomed to behaving in a
significantly different way and have not learned what the experts have learned
about how and why their behavior needs to change. The implementation chal-
lenge that arises in such situations hinges, as far as we can tell, on the issue of
learning. Specifically, how can the people within a local system learn the value
and rationale of new social behaviors specified by an expert?

Behind the well-institutionalized practice of specifying new behaviors in
reports and other texts is the belief that people learn by reading information
about a reality external to them. Under this assumption, it is logical to think that
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presenting people with a plan is enough to enable them to take new actions effec-
tively. And if the actions taken turn out to be ineffective in practice, then we
believe it is necessary to go back and reconstruct our strategy or project or plan.

But, over time, development experience has shown that when external ex-
perts alone acquire, analyze, and process information and then present this
information in reports, social change usually does not take place; whereas the
kind of “social learning” that stakeholders generate and internalize during the
participatory planning and/or implementation of a development activity does
enable social change.

As indicated in the Chapter II examples, Bank Task Managers are increas-
ingly supporting processes in which the stakeholders themselves generate, share,
and analyze information; establish priorities; specify objectives; and develop
tactics. The stakeholders contribute their experience and expertise—for instance,
the experience of what it is to be poor or female or the expertise to develop
specifications for a new road or educational program. The stakeholders learn
and develop a joint purpose together.

Social Invention

This social learning is followed by “social invention.” The stakeholders invent
the new practices and institutional arrangements they are willing to adopt. In
the process, they individually and collectively develop insight and understand-
ing of the new behaviors required to attain the objectives they set. Having all
stakeholders work, learn, and invent together reduces the need for the transfer
of expert learning from one group of stakeholders to another.

The Task Managers of the case studies in Chapter II say that local people
often create the most important parts of the projects. Task Managers make a
point of distinguishing between what seem to outsiders to be good ideas and
what the local stakeholders invent as practical and expedient ways to get things
of value done. The implication is that experts standing outside of the local
system often miss possibilities and opportunities that come naturally to its
members. The Chad Education Task Manager, for example, points out that he
had never thought about parent education as an important means of improving
child education until the parents themselves proposed it.

Again, this seems sensible. How can experts positioned outside the local
system figure out what the people in it are willing and able to change? More
important, how can they know the speed and depth with which the local stake-
holders are willing to make these changes? If behavioral and organizational
changes are necessary, then the people whose behavior has to change should
create the change and commit themselves to it.

Commitment

The absence of sufficient “commitment” in many of the projects the Bank
finances comes, we believe, mainly from the external expert stance, in which
small groups of experts ask the other stakeholders to commit themselves to a
project the experts have designed. Even if these stakeholders do so, they often
have not learned enough to understand fully the commitment they are being
asked to make. Nor have they learned enough to judge their ability individu-
ally and collectively to fulfill it. We need to be clear that commitments made
under such circumstances cannot be relied on.
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Through the participatory process, however, people can make informed
commitments, and, by observing the participatory process, assessments can be
made by Bank and government staff, among others, about the presence or ab-
sence of the commitment necessary to ensure sustainability.

In Chapter II, we see how such a network of support and commitment
generated by participatory processes can keep a project going in the face of
problems. In the Benin Health example, a strong network of local health com-
mittees was formed during the initial design phase to set the objectives and
strategies of the project. This network was able to keep the project going as
officialdom continually changed—with four new health ministers in fourteen
months and four different notions about what would be good for the people.
This is because the process that produced the project was inclusive from the
start, therefore gaining broadly based support from all concerned.

Of course, more than commitment is needed. Economic, financial, and
technical arrangements must be in place to deliver on these commitments. But
if these arrangements exist only on paper or in agreements made without the
understanding of those stakeholders who must implement and sustain the
project, little will be accomplished.

Popular versus Stakeholder Participation

When we began preparing the Sourcebook, we assumed we would be writing
about “popular” participation, that is, participation of the poor and others who
are disadvantaged in terms of wealth, education, ethnicity, or gender. It seemed
obvious to us to focus on the participation of these poor and disadvantaged
groups because, although often the intended beneficiaries, they are usually
without voice in the development process.

But, as we started documenting the Chapter II examples, we noted that
apart from poor and disadvantaged people who were directly affected, a
range of other stakeholders for Bank-supported operations existed. These
stakeholders could affect the outcome of a proposed Bank intervention or
were affected by it; because of this, their participation was critical. In addi-
tion to those directly affected by the project, these stakeholders include the
following:

• Borrowers, that is, elected officials, line agency staff, local government
officials, and so on. Governments representing borrower member coun-
tries are the Bank’s most significant partners in that they are shareholders
as well as clients and are responsible for devising and implementing pub-
lic policies and programs.

• Indirectly affected groups, such as nongovernmental organizations (NGOs),
private sector organizations, and so forth with an interest in outcomes

• The Bank, that is, Bank management, staff, and shareholders

We also noted that, in our Chapter II examples, sponsors and designers of
development activities had to work with and through powerful stakeholders to
serve the needs of the poorest people. Attempts to bypass powerful stakehold-
ers often resulted in opposition from them; this opposition usually compounded
the problem of getting anything useful accomplished.

For these reasons, we shifted our focus from popular participation to stake-
holder participation—the participation of all relevant stakeholders in the de-
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velopment process. This is a decision that we have made consciously and that
will have important implications for the way the Bank works.

But although we argue that all stakeholders must work collaboratively to
advance development projects, we recognize that different stakeholders have
different levels of power, different interests, and different resources. For these
reasons, we also recognize that arrangements are needed to level the playing
field and enable different stakeholders to interact on an equitable and genu-
inely collaborative basis. Appendix I discusses the methods and tools that can
be used for these purposes.

Achieving consensus and reconciling key stakeholder differences is not al-
ways easy; it may entail risks, such as generating or aggravating conflicts among
groups with competing interests and priorities. Dealing with conflict often re-
quires an understanding of the underlying societal interests inhibiting consensus
and putting into place mechanisms for dispute resolution and negotiation.

Reaching the Poor

As the Sourcebook examples illustrate, the poor face many barriers on a num-
ber of different levels that prevent them from having a real stake in develop-
ment activities. Reaching and engaging the poor requires special arrangements
and efforts by the sponsors and designers that go beyond those used to involve
government officials and other relatively powerful stakeholders in participa-
tory processes.

Who Are the Poor?
The poor include people in remote and impoverished areas. Women and chil-
dren make up a large proportion of the very poor, which also includes people
marginalized by virtue of their race and ethnicity as well as those disadvan-
taged by circumstances beyond their control, such as disabilities and natural or
man-made disasters. Some of the poorest people live in countries character-
ized by weak governments and civil strife.

Because the poor are generally less educated and less organized than other
more powerful stakeholders, because they are more difficult to reach, and be-
cause the institutions that serve them are often weak, interventions targeting
the poor must often be small, context-specific, and resource-intensive.

Learning from the Poor
Task Managers, some of whose experiences are cited in Chapter II, are learn-
ing a great deal about reaching the poor and engaging them in their own devel-
opment. Understanding how to do this calls in part for “bottom-up” approaches
that begin by involving the poor and learning from them about their needs and
priorities.

When we take a look at the types of methods and approaches that work
best at the field level for engaging and enabling the poor to participate, we see
that these are quite different from the set of techniques used when relatively
sophisticated and powerful stakeholders are involved. The Chapter II examples
indicate that stakeholder workshops and other planning methods, such as Ob-
jectives-Oriented Project Planning (ZOPP)* and Appreciation-Influence-Con-
trol (AIC) (see Appendix I for descriptions of both), tend to work well when

* From the German term “Zielorientierte Projektplanung.”
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the objective is to gain ownership and commitment on the part of stakeholders
such as government officials and staff of international agencies. These examples
also demonstrate that workshops can be structured to include the views of the
poor, but this requires conscious and careful planning.

But, when the primary objective is to learn from and collaborate with the
poor, a different kind of dynamic is involved that calls for a different approach
to facilitating participation. These methods should engage poor people and
build their confidence, knowledge base, and capability for action. Visual meth-
ods that are carried out in the local setting, using local materials and calling on
local knowledge and expertise as inputs into project design are often used to
good effect.

Building Capacity to Act
Getting the participation of the poor involves a lot more than finding the right
technique. It requires strengthening the organizational and financial capacities
of the poor so that they can act for themselves. In searching for ways to build
local capacity, we found it useful to think in terms of a continuum along which
the poor are progressively empowered.

On one end of this continuum, the poor are viewed as beneficiaries—
recipients of services, resources, and development interventions. In this con-
text, community organizing, training, and one-way flows of resources through
grant mechanisms are often appropriate. Although much good work has been
done in this mode, the provision of benefits delivered to people in this way
may not be sustainable in the long term and may not improve the ability of
people to act for themselves.

As the capacity of poor people is strengthened and their voices begin to be
heard, they become “clients” who are capable of demanding and paying for
goods and services from government and private sector agencies. Under these
changed circumstances, the mechanisms to satisfy their needs will change as
well. In this context, it becomes necessary to move away from welfare-ori-
ented approaches and focus rather on such things as building sustainable, mar-
ket-based financial systems; decentralizing authority and resources; and
strengthening local institutions.

We reach the far end of the continuum when these clients ultimately be-
come the owners and managers of their assets and activities. This stage ranks
highest in terms of the intensity of participation involved. A question we asked
ourselves while preparing the Sourcebook was, how can we support and pre-
pare poor people to own and manage assets and activities in a sustainable man-
ner? In part, we found out that the more poor people are involved upstream in
the planning and decisionmaking process, the more likely they are to own a
development intervention, contribute to it, and sustain it; this alone, however,
is not sufficient.

Constraints exist at the policy level that impinge on the rights of people to
organize, access information, engage in contracts, own and manage assets, and
participate fully as members of civil society. Efforts are needed, therefore, to
create an enabling policy environment that allows all stakeholders—especially
poor and disadvantaged ones—to be part of the definition we noted at the out-
set. They too must be enabled to:

...influence and share control over development initiatives and the de-
cisions and resources which affect them.


